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Selective Assembly of DNA-Conjugated Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes from the Vascular Secretome
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ABSTRACT Colloidal dispersion of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) is often the first processing step to many of their unique applications. However, dispersed SWCNTs often exist in kinetically trapped states where aggregation can be of concern. Recent work revealed prominent DNA–SWCNT aggregation following intravascular injection. In this study, we performed detailed analysis of DNA–SWCNT aggregate formation, structure, and composition in the context of endothelial cell condition media. Interestingly, we found that aggregates formed within condition media from cells that have undergone a stress response differ in size and organization from that of the control. We also found that temperature increases also promote DNA–SWCNT associations. A mathematical model was developed to describe the kinetics of SWCNT extraction from solution. Through orthogonal optical analysis and imaging modalities, we verified that proteins form the bulk of the aggregate structure and dictate aggregate assembly at multiple levels of organization. Finally, physiochemical analysis indicated preferential extraction of low-abundance hydrophobic and charged proteins. The formed aggregates also remain relatively stable in solution, making them potential macroscopic indicators of solution content.
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Protein adsorption to surfaces is a common but complex step of any interaction between biomaterials and the human body.1 While sometimes preferred in tissue engineering, such as in the case of scaffold vascularization,2 protein adsorption is often an unintended first step of complex biological responses that can result in thrombosis, inflammation, and fouling of bioengineered materials.3–6 In the case of therapeutics, proper delivery7 and bioavailability8 are intricately linked to drug or vehicle interactions with serum protein elements. Thus, understanding the mechanism of biomaterial and protein interactions is especially important.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are a unique class of materials with unusual physical and chemical attributes.5 Recently, they have been explored for a variety of potential biomedical applications such as sensors,10–12 biological scaffolds,13 drug delivery vehicles,14 and imaging contrast.15 Since aqueous dispersion through noncovalent conjugation gives rise to many properties of SWCNTs, major classes of both natural and synthetic biomolecules have been explored as potential dispersion candidates.16–19 Specifically, single-stranded nucleotide conjugation allows for high SWCNT optical efficiency photoluminescence (PL).

While DNA–SWCNT have been implicated in many biologically relevant applications,20,21 recent work has found that they aggregate when injected in vivo.22 Although the aggregation process can be circumvented through improvement of colloidal stability with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) conjugation,22,23 the factors and molecular mechanisms surrounding the aggregation process of DNA–SWCNT remain unclear. The study of aggregation in therapeutics is especially important, as the phenomenon affects availability and targeting. Additionally, it is known that SWCNT cytotoxicity is concentration dependent,24 an instance where aggregation may play a role. There is a need to understand whether the unique
properties of DNA—SWCNT are modified through aggregation and interactions with the local environment.

Although serum proteins are the major suspects, most current protein—SWCNT studies involve unconjugated SWCNTs, homogeneous protein species, and short peptides, which all are not applicable in explaining the observed in vivo phenomena. In this work, we emulate intravascular conditions by studying the changes in SWCNT conjugation and structure in the presence of endothelial cell-secreted factors. DNA—SWCNTs were found to interact with the cellularly secreted proteins, the secretome, as they aggregate. Additionally, we found that temperature changes also played a role in aggregate formation. Through novel modes of analysis, aggregation structures were studied at multiple levels of organization and found to be intrinsically linked to protein content. Protein analysis revealed that DNA—SWCNT aggregates possess a unique affinity for specific protein types, a property that may be applicable for future biomedical applications. On a fundamental level, we have improved the understanding of DNA—SWCNTs in the intravascular environment, a concept that potentially can be extended to other rod-shaped and DNA-assembled nanomaterials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(AT)$_{15}$-conjugated SWCNTs are being explored for biosensor applications due to their high fluorescence efficiency and response selectivity in a range of aqueous environments. We first observed in vitro aggregation of (AT)$_{15}$—SWCNT following a 6 h incubation at 2 μg/mL with human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs). The effect was replicated in conditioned media to control for cellular responses. To elucidate potential factors responsible for these phenomena, we tested for various media components (Figure 1A). In congruence with previous studies, increases in fetal bovine serum (FBS) induced aggregate formation. However, aggregates were most prominently observed in conditioned media that had less FBS but also contained secreted proteins of HUVEC that have undergone stress responses such as hypoxia and starvation. This suggests that cellularly secreted components play a role in aggregate formation. Solution pH did not vary significantly during the course of the incubation, and factors such as CO$_2$ levels, phenol red, and media supplements had no observable effect on the outcome. Thus, we hypothesize that aggregation is mainly protein mediated and that their size differences may be attributed to differential solution protein content. Formed aggregates remained stable in H$_2$O at room temperature for 2 weeks post-experiment (Figure 1B), indicating that the interactions were near equilibrium and the associations between its individual components remain intact.

To study the effect of the HUVEC secretome, subsequent experiments involve the following solution types: (1) starving media containing 0.5% FBS, (2) complete media containing 5% FBS, and (3) conditioned media containing 0.5% FBS and incubated with HUVECs for 10 h. All media are filtered at 0.4 um to remove large debris prior to SWCNT addition. A typical aggregate experiment consists of incubating a test solution with SWCNTs for 6 h in a humidified incubator at 37 °C.

Structure Analysis. We studied the (AT)$_{15}$—SWCNT associations and differences in aggregation macrostructure through a panel of orthogonal optical techniques.

Near-Infrared (nIR) Microscopy. nIR microscopy was used to image aggregates directly (Figure 1C). With excitation at 660 nm, aggregates showed intense PL, indicating that SWCNT single dispersion was not lost and that the aggregation process did not involve complete stripping of the nucleotide conjugation.

Photoluminescence. When SWCNTs aggregate, they are removed from solution, which can be interpreted as a loss of solution PL signal. Total PL was measured for supernatants of the aggregation media (Figure 2A,B). To study whether cells directly affected aggregate formation, both cell-containing and conditioned media were used. While SWCNTs in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) experienced only minimal PL change postincubation, which will be further discussed in the single-particle tracking section, aggregate formation within other media types resulted in significant SWCNT removal from solution of up to 90%.

We also detected significant SWCNT solvatochromism. The PL emission shifts reflect the SWCNT response to surface changes such as conjugation modification and protein adsorption (Figure 2C,D). In comparison to PBS control, media-incubated SWCNTs exhibited a ~5 meV red shift, consistent with modification
of noncovalent conjugation. This evidence suggests that the solution factors must have associated with the SWCNT and altered the nucleotide conjugation.

**Raman Spectroscopy.** The radial breathing mode (RBM) region of the SWCNT Raman spectra is indicative of SWCNT organization differences within aggregates.\(^3\) SWCNT arrangement differences shift the interband transition energy, changing RBM peak intensities as different chirality species move in and out of resonance with the excitation laser. The RBM of SWCNTs of conditioned media aggregates, as compared to that of the starting \((AT)_{15}/C_0\) SWCNT (Figure 3), indicates significant differences in SWCNT arrangement. The ratios of the G peak to D peak of the Raman spectra has been correlated with aggregation state, with higher values indicative of increased aggregation.\(^3\) We found the G/D ratios of the condition media sample and control were 14.5 and 6.6, respectively, suggesting that intertube distances are greater for condition media formed aggregates.

**Fractal Analysis.** Bright-field images from different solutions were taken to study the aggregate macrostructure (Figure 4A). Starving media form aggregates of a clearly smaller size. While full media aggregates were larger, they were loosely packed as compared to conditioned media aggregates. Side-by-side comparisons reveal differences in topology, which is visual evidence of protein content dictating aggregation structure.

To quantitatively compare the observed structural differences, we performed fractal analysis on the acquired images (Figure 4B). Fractal dimensions (FDs) are statistical indices that reflect how the detail of a structure changes with the scale with which it is measured and is often used to study protein aggregation.\(^3\) FD is a useful measure of organization complexity independent of overall size, and we expect a structure formed from more densely packed SWCNTs to exhibit a higher FD. Standard methods to derive the third fractal dimension \((D_3)\) requires complex instrumentation such as electrical sensing\(^3\) and angle-dependent static light scattering.\(^3\) We utilize a simpler method of first calculating the second fractal dimension \((D_2)\) through image analysis and then approximating \(D_3\) using an empirical relation.\(^3\) Following aggregate detection and segmentation (see the Supporting Information for Methods), we calculated the maximum projected length \((L_p)\), defined as the longest distance between any two perimeter points, and the area of occupation \((A_o)\), a normalized amount of SWCNTs

**Figure 2.** Photoluminescence. (A) Example emission spectra from laser excitation. (B) Integrated PL emissions from five lasers normalized to preincubation PBS control (the PBS plotted is after experimental incubation). (C) Example peak shift between control and conditioned media. (D) Peak shifts from control. Dotted line indicating approximate instrument sensitivity.

**Figure 3.** Raman spectroscopy. Radial breathing mode (RBM) region of the SWCNT Raman spectra shows changes in band gap energy consistent with differences in aggregation structure.
occupying per pixel. An exponential fit of \( L_p \) versus \( A_o \) was used to solve for \( D_2 \) (eq 1, Figure S2), and then an empirical relation was used to calculate \( D_3 \) (eq 2).\(^{38}\)

\[
A_o = L_p^{D_2} \quad (1)
\]

\[
D_3 = 1.391 + 0.01e^{2.164D_2} \quad (2)
\]

A higher \( D_3 \) correlates with an aggregate population of higher three-dimensional structural complexity. We find that, despite protein concentration differences between complete and starving media, the aggregates formed had comparable \( D_3 \) (Figure 4C). However, aggregates formed from conditioned media show a significant increase in \( D_3 \) or structural complexity. This fractal image analysis provides quantitative evidence to support the observation that condition medial aggregates are more complex in nature and also implicates that protein composition of the corona phase, instead of concentration, dictates aggregate structure.

**Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).** Traditionally, SEM has been used to study both protein deposition\(^{39}\) and SWCNT aggregation.\(^{33}\) In this study, we performed SEM on uncoated and Au sputter-coating aggregates (Figure 5). While SEM of Au-coated samples displayed a protein-dominant aggregate surface morphology, a low kV electron beam on uncoated samples gave contrast to the underlying SWCNT network. Although protein aggregates are anhydrous when imaged, we can still draw reasonable connections to the microstructure under hydration. The structure likely changes and collapses through drying, but large voids would still be preserved, as would some alignment and ordering. The protein to SWNT ratio also must necessarily be preserved, regardless of structure.

From these images, we can reasonably conclude that proteins were responsible for SWCNT aggregation. Due to the density of the protein visualized, protein–protein interaction must have also played a major role in aggregate assembly. In agreement with the fractal analysis results, images from starving media show relatively loose packing. Control SEM showed SWCNTs with DNA coating only, which were more densely packed than the protein-containing samples (Figure S3).
The packing difference of control versus media aggregates agrees with the band gap shifts observed in the Raman results.

Furthermore, proteins can alter electron scattering and charging characteristics on uncoated SEM. In addition to SWCNTs, contrast from proteins revealed larger protein networks within SWCNT aggregates (Figure S4). These observed structures suggest that proteins not only interact with (AT)$_{15}$-SWCNT but also interact with each other within the aggregate structure.

Steps of Aggregation. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). Aggregation was performed at 37 °C for 8 h with DLS measured every 15 min. Conditioned media samples after 6 h of incubation showed a marked increase in particle size, as indicated by a right-shifted correlation curve as compared to the serum-free media samples (Figure S5). Due to the high polydispersity, modeling the correlation curve to derive size distribution is not advised. However, time to half-maximum of the correlation curve showed that conditioned media aggregates increased in size significantly within the first 30 min and maintained a larger size distribution throughout the experiment as compared to control.

Single Particle Tracking (SPT) of Temperature Response. We used SPT to study the initial steps of aggregation. Image processing and particle tracking were performed on microscopy videorecordings of SWCNTs in solution. The diffusion coefficient was calculated from the mean-squared displacement, which was used to derive the hydrodynamic radius from the Stokes—Einstein equation. This technique has a sizing range from 10 nm to 10 μm and the advantage of sizing particles directly, which avoids over-representation of larger particles in the case of DLS. The Stokes—Einstein equation for the translational diffusion coefficient of spherical objects (eq 3) was used in this study to calculate an effective hydrodynamic diameter (HD).

\[
D_t,\text{sphere} = \frac{k_B T}{6\pi \eta_0 r} \tag{3}
\]

\[
D_t,\text{rod} = \frac{1}{3} \frac{k_B T \ln(p + C)}{\pi \eta_0 L} \tag{4}
\]

Variables are $D_t$, the translational diffusion coefficient; $k_B$, Boltzmann’s constant; $T$, temperature; and $\eta_0$, solvent viscosity. While the spherical equation has radius, $r$, cylindrical objects (eq 4) include the translational hydrodynamic end correction coefficient, $C$, and the ratio of cylinder length to diameter, $p$. However, once (AT)$_{15}$-SWCNT aggregates form, they are more likely noncylindrical in shape. We chose to use eq 3 for consistency throughout this study.

First, SPT analysis is performed on (AT)$_{15}$-SWCNT in PBS without protein content to study its properties with temperature change. We observed that an increase of temperature from 24 °C to 37 °C induced associations between (AT)$_{15}$-SWCNTs but not SDS-SWCNTs (Figure 6A). This is counterintuitive, as increased kinetic energy due to a temperature increase should prevent intermolecular associations. We propose that temperature-associated (AT)$_{15}$-SWCNT interactions are DNA mediated. DNA conjugation occurs via π—π interactions of the nitrogenous bases with the SWCNT surface. This is a weak intermolecular interaction that can be overcome with slight temperature increases. The temperature change to 37 °C lifted the ends of the noncovalently conjugated DNA, which are then free to interact and hybridize with DNA attached to another SWCNT molecule. This is a process similar to a recent study on creating ordered SWCNT surfaces through DNA origami. Visualization of the scattering pattern from a single SWCNT dimer supported this
hypothesis (Figure 6B). If two SWCNTs were indeed joined via DNA, we would observe a scattering pattern consisting of two particles interconnected via a narrow bridge and their movement resembling a tumbling dumbbell exhibiting both translational and rotational diffusion. If SWCNT associations involved direct surface contact, scattering would instead show a single spot. Our observations supported the DNA-linker model, with the centers of the SWCNT subunits within the dimer measuring 1 μm apart. Since the SWCNTs we used range in length from 0.1 to 1 μm, it is feasible for two SWCNT molecules to be joined lengthwise via DNA.

SPT of (AT)15—SWCNT at 24 °C revealed multiple peaks (Figure 6B), showing that singly dispersed (AT)15—SWCNT can exist in solution in multimeric form. With a temperature increase to 37 °C, the distribution shifted right as smaller aggregates are combined to form larger ones. Subsequent cooling of this solution resulted in even larger aggregate formation, which can be attributed to thermodynamic effects. Lastly, physical disturbance, such as pipetting, of the solution containing large aggregates recovered a smaller particle size distribution, showing that the temperature-associated (AT)15—SWCNT aggregations were mediated via weak intermolecular forces such as nucleotide hybridization. Control SDS—SWCNT heating to 37 °C did not show size change (Figure S6), supporting the idea that DNA may be responsible for the temperature-induced effects. The observation of temperature-associated effects explains the slight decrease of PL in the PBS sample of Figure 2B.

SPT analysis of SWCNT populations resulted in distinct and broad peaks, illustrating different sized SWCNT species. We believe that the widths of each peak represent the distributions of SWCNT lengths, and locations of each peak represent a different sized SWCNT aggregate. Linearly fitting the position of the peaks revealed that each SWCNT contributed an average of 183 nm HD to aggregate size (Figure S6). A nearly linear increase in aggregate size indicated a loosely packed structure for initial aggregate formation. Using an approximate SWCNT diameter, an effective SWCNT length of 815 ± 73 nm is derived (see Supporting Information for calculations). Although reasonable, this is an overestimate of SWCNT length due to the rigid rod assumption in eq 4, which inflates the aspect ratio term.

Solution Component Extraction. The removal of SWCNT and protein from solution was measured to study the kinetics of aggregation.

SPT Kinetics. SPT was performed every 15 min for 6 h. SWCNT was extracted from solution over time, as shown by the leftward shift of the size distribution (Figure 7A). A volume estimate calculated from HD was used to correlate the amount of SWCNT remaining in solution. As the experiment proceeded, the normalized SWCNT concentration decreased significantly due to cellular metabolism (Figure 7C). This further reinforces the hypothesis that aggregation depended more on protein type then quantity. For each experiment, supernatants were measured following SWCNT aggregate removal through centrifugation. With increased concentration of SWCNT, the amount of total protein decreased (Figure 7D). Through a linear fit, we found the ratio of protein extraction to be 4.0 ± 0.9 (μg protein)/(μg SWCNT).
Protein Analysis. Gel Quantification. Protein was extracted from SWCNT aggregates via standard denaturing methods and run on SDS-PAGE for silver stain analysis (Figure 8A). Due to lysis buffer lipid displacement of DNA conjugation, postprocessing SWCNTs remained close to the starting wells and did not interfere with electrophoresis. Contrary to current belief, comparison of media and SWCNT aggregate proteins showed differential SWCNT preference against albumin. In aggregates formed from both starving media and conditioned media, we found increased relative concentrations (extraction ratio) of many proteins (Figure 8B). Gel image quantification of aggregate proteins from conditioned media showed that some secreted protein species have extraction ratios of >100. Introduction of cells to the aggregation solution significantly altered the extracted protein content, possibly a result of cellular interactions (Figure 8A). Also, large protein aggregates were observed at ~500 kDa in the aggregate protein samples only and can be disrupted via sonication. This evidence suggests that protein aggregation is another aspect of SWCNT aggregate formation in biological settings.

Mass Spectroscopy (MS). MS was performed on all non-albumin components of aggregate proteins. Physiochemical properties of the top 10 proteins found corresponding to bands of high extraction ratio were tested against bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Figure 9A). Aggregates preferred proteins with greater hydrophobicity and charged amino acids. These findings were reasonable, as hydrophobicity allows for increased interaction with the SWCNT surface, and charged subunits facilitate interactions between the DNA backbone and other protein species.

Our MS analysis of the proteome associated with SWCNT aggregates identified 618 statistically significant unique human proteins. Protein characterization showed preferences for different cellular species such as cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins (Figure 9B). As 20–25% of all cellular proteins are secreted, the detected distribution is not unexpected. The same preference for hydrophobicity was again shown when top extracted proteins were compared to the detected protein population (Figure 9C). Furthermore, the proteins that remain in aggregated form independent of SWCNT, within the high molecular weight band of the silver staining, were significantly different from those that were not (Figure 9D). On organizing detected proteins by functional groups, we found a preference for transmembrane regions, lipid moiety binding regions, and DNA binding regions (Figure 8B). Taken together, we believe that the SWCNT aggregation phenomenon is a demonstration of preferential extraction of proteins from a complex mixture.

Analysis of the SWCNT-Associated Proteome. To gain molecular insight into proteins associated with SWCNT aggregates, our data were subjected to pathway and network analysis. Proteins participating in several canonical pathways are associated DNA–SWCNT aggregates, among which are protein ubiquitination, remodeling of epithelial adherens junctions, and glycolysis (Table S1). Protein ubiquitination is expected, as protein exocytosis from cellular turnover is often first processed through the ubiquitination and proteasome pathway. We also find that the highest functional group of extracted proteins involves nucleotide binding and processing, which suggests that the nucleotide conjugations on the SWCNT surface may provide the unique ability to attract DNA-binding proteins (Table S2).

On the basis of molecular and cellular function, major groups of detected proteins included cellular growth, proliferation, survival, cellular assembly, and organization (Table S3). Furthermore, upstream regulators of these networks were transcription regulators such as TP53 and MYC and growth factors TGF beta 1 (Figure S10). P53 is the master transcription regulator of cellular responses to stresses and DNA damage.
Normally, p53 remains undetectable due to MDM2-mediated degradation. During the cellular stress response, P53 is stabilized to induce cell cycle arrest and DNA damage repair and promote cellular senescence or apoptosis. In our study, the DNA-SWCNT aggregates capture proteins associated with these important biological processes, a phenomenon that can be potentially engineered for sensor applications.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, we observed HUVEC secretome induced aggregation of DNA-SWCNTs in a cell-free system. (AT)15-SWCNTs form complexes with solution proteins and subsequently organize into macrostructures in the context of the extracellular environment. Through nanoparticle tracking, (AT)15-SWCNTs were found to form noncovalent associations upon temperature increases, which can be potentially responsible for the initial steps of SWCNT aggregation. Light scattering reveals a significant increase in particle polydispersity within the first 30 min of an experiment, corresponding to a loss of PL signal due to extraction of singly dispersed SWCNTs. Calculation of total hydrodynamic volume from tracking data over the course of aggregate formation indicates solution SWCNTs were extracted to form aggregates. A second-order reaction model was used to fit the kinetics to derive the rate of SWCNT recruitment, 0.127 min⁻¹.

We studied the aggregate structure at multiple levels of organization and found that there was a greater dependence on protein content than concentration. Through SEM, light microscopy, and visual inspection, we found that the HUVEC secretome, in response to stresses such as starvation, facilitated the formation of larger and more densely packed aggregates than proteins from media supplements only. Lastly, we analyzed the protein components of aggregates formed and found the ratio of protein extraction from conditioned media to be 4.0 ± 0.9 μg protein/μg SWCNT. Silver staining revealed (AT)15-SWCNTs exhibited up to a 100× increased preference for certain protein species.

We used the shotgun proteomics approach to study the proteins associated with DNA-SWCNT aggregates; 618 human proteins were identified through MS. Aggregate proteins showed selective preference for increased hydrophobicity and charged amino acids. Network analyses reveal aggregate protein content is congruent with cellular stress responses.

From the experimental data, we propose a three-step model for the process of (AT)15-SWCNT aggregation formation in the intravascular setting. (1) Upon introduction, the change in temperature from 24 °C to 37 °C induces formation of small SWCNT oligomers. Concurrently, solution proteins are recruited to the SWCNT surface, possibly due to hydrophobic interactions. (2) The rod-shaped aspect of SWCNTs promotes larger aggregates and protein structure changes. The confinement of protein to the SWCNT surface and the close associations of SWCNT molecules with each other facilitate protein-protein interactions, stabilizing the aggregate structure. (3) Over time, smaller aggregates associate with each other through intermolecular forces, such as charge, and pack

---

Figure 9. Mass spectroscopy analysis. (A) Top 12 high-concentration proteins near the molecular weight of the gel bands are compared against BSA in a panel of material properties. Results show preferred proteins to be more hydrophobic and contain more charged amino acids. (B) Hydrophobicity versus length for detected protein species. (C) Detected protein cellular distribution, showing a majority to be either cytoplasmic or nuclear. Statistical tests for protein properties between three groups.
differentially due to differential protein content. Equilibrium is reached when repulsive forces cannot be overcome.

Aggregation is one of the major concerns of engineering nanomaterials for biomedical applications. It alters the effectiveness and biodistribution of the associated material and often can be correlated with resulting toxicity. SWCNT toxicity has also been attributed to individual molecular interactions with cellular components.\(^5^2\) Demonstration of DNA–SWCNT aggregation suggests that their toxicity may also involve multimeric components. Here, we report one of the first works indicating that aggregation is affected by physiologic state. This finding is particularly important as we currently test the colloidal stability of novel materials and drugs \textit{in vitro} using select proteins (i.e., HSA), human serum, and other blood components.\(^5^3\) However, this study shows that low concentrations of secreted proteins from altered physiologic states can disrupt colloidal stability. The type of protein and complex protein interactions are potentially responsible for why some drugs may not work as well \textit{in vivo} as designed. Thus, strenuous \textit{in vitro} biomaterial testing is necessary but may not be sufficient.

\textbf{METHODS}

\textbf{Materials.} Chemicals, unless stated otherwise, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). (AT)\(_{15}\) single-stranded DNA was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (USA). SWCNTs produced via the high-pressure carbon monoxide (HiPco) method were purchased from Unidyn (USA) and processed \textit{via} extraction of non-SWCNT material by phase separation in water/hexane.

\textbf{SWCNT Preparation and Characterization: (AT)\(_{15}\)–SWCNT Conjugation.} (AT)\(_{15}\)-SSDNA and SWCNT were mixed in a 1 mg to 0.5 mg weight ratio in a 1 mL volume of 0.1 M NaCl. The mixture was chilled on ice and probe-tip sonicated (Cole Parmer) with a 1/4 in. tip at 40% amplitude for 20 min. The dispersion was then centrifuged twice for 90 min at 16100 \(g\) to remove large particulates, undispersed SWCNTs, and other residual impurities.

All samples are analyzed by UV–vis–nIR spectroscopy (Shimadzu UV-3101PC). To calculate SWCNT concentration, absorbance at \(\sim\)632 nm was multiplied by a previously found empirical coefficient, 27.8 \(\mu g/mL\).\(^5^4\) A NanoSpectralyzer 3 (Applied NanoFluorescence) was used to study the fluorescence efficiency and Raman spectra of the dispersion. This instrument consists of five laser excitation wavelengths (405, 532, 637, 671, and 784 nm), a 512-element TE-cooled InGaAs array, and a 2048-element back-thinned CCD Raman detector. The singly dispersed (AT)\(_{15}\)–SWCNTs exhibited high optical efficiency (Figure S1).

\textbf{Cell Culture and Aggregation Experiments.} HUVECs were used throughout this study and cultured as described previously.\(^4^5\) HUVECs, endothelial basal medium (EBM), and supplements (EGM-MV: 5% fetal bovine serum, 12 \(\mu g/mL\) bovine brain extract, 1 \(\mu g/mL\) hydrocortisone, and 1 \(\mu g/mL\) GA-1000) were purchased from Lonza (USA). Cells were grown on 30 \(\mu g/mL\) bovine collagen type-I (BD Biosciences)-coated plates in a humidified incubator with 5% CO\(_2\) at 37°C. A hypoxic chamber (Billups-Rothenberg Inc.) was filled with 2% \(O_2\) and placed within the tissue culture incubator. HUVECs were grown to passage 4 at \(\sim\)80% confluence and used for all experiments. Complete media consisted of EBM, 5% FBS, and all EGM-MV supplements, while starving media had reduced FBS levels of 0.5%. Serum-free media contained no additives. Conditioned media was made by incubating \(\sim\)80% confluent cells with starving media for 10 h. The resulting supernatants were filtered with a 0.4 \(\mu m\) filter (Corning, USA) to remove debris. Unless otherwise stated, aggregates were formed \textit{via} introduction of (AT)\(_{15}\)–SWCNT in 0.1 M NaCl at 2 \(\mu g/mL\) to test solutions and incubated under culture conditions for 6 h.

\textbf{Aggregate Structure Analysis.} \textit{Near-Infrared Microscopy.} Microscopy of aggregate nIR PL was done on an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiosvert 200) with a 20\(\times\) objective (Zeiss, Plan-APOCHROMAT(\(\uparrow\)) 20)\(\times\) attached to a 2D InGaAs CCD array (OMA-V 2D, Princeton Instruments). Fluorescence was excited by a 660 nm 100 mW diode-pumped solid-state laser (CryLaLaser, CL660-100).

\textbf{Photoluminescence.} Photoluminescence spectra were collected with a NanoSpectralyzer 3 (Applied NanoFluorescence). \textit{Raman Spectroscopy.} Raman spectra were collected with a Horiba LabRAM instrument with a 633 nm laser excitation. \textit{Bright-Field Microscopy and Image Processing.} Bright-field images were taken with Zeiss AxioCam. To acquire images of moving solution objects with maximum contrast, the system light source was set at 2.7 V with the camera (AxioCam MRM) at the minimum exposure of 1 ms. Additional detail of the supervised automated image processing can be found in the Supporting Information.

\textbf{Scanning Electron Microscopy.} SEM was performed on a Hitachi S-4700 scanning electron microscope using a field emission filament. The electron beam was set at 1 kV for all imaging. Au-coated samples were sputter-coated at 2.2 kV for 30 s.

\textbf{Aggregation Formation Studies.} Dynamic Light Scattering. DLS was performed on a Zetasizer ZS (Malvern). Single particle tracking (SPT) was performed with a Nano-Sight NS300 (Malvern). It is equipped with a 532 nm, <60 mW laser, a 20\(\times\) objective lens with a 3 mm working distance, and a sample chamber temperature controller. The camera readout...
was calibrated to 137 nm per pixel. The NanoSight software package performed the background subtraction, segmentation, tracking of each individual particle, and the calculation of diffusion coefficients. A minimum of 1000 particles was collected for each size distribution.

Solution Kinetics Studies. SPT Kinetics. The NanoSight device described above was programmed to collect 90 s of data at 37 °C every 15 min throughout the aggregation experiment.

BCA Protein Extraction. Total media protein concentration was measured via a standard BCA protein assay (Thermo Scientific/Pierce). Calibration was performed with an albumin standard, and samples were measured at 562 nm with a SpectraMax M5e microplate reader (Molecular Devices).

Protein Content Analysis. Silver Stain Analysis. Aggregates were formed and then centrifuged at 16100g for 10 min. Supernatants were removed, and pellets were washed and centrifuged three times to remove residual media. Protein was extracted via suspension in RIPA buffer (Boston Bioproducts) and heated to 95 °C for 10 min. SDS-PAGE was performed with 7.5% Mini-PROTEAN TGX precast gels (BioRad) at 100 V. A silver stain kit (Thermo Scientific/Pierce) was used to develop the result.

Mass Spectrometry. The silver-stained gel was cut into three parts, digested with trypsin, and subjected to mass spectrometry analyses. Mass spectrometry of the samples was performed by nanoflow liquid chromatography electrospray tandem mass spectrometry (nanoLC-ESI-MS/MS) using a Thermo Scientific Orbitrap Elite Hybrid mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany), coupled to a Thermo Ultimate 3000 RSLCnano HPLC system. The resulting tandem mass spectra were extracted by Mconvert (version 3.0.4019; ProteoWizard), and all MS/MS samples were analyzed using Mascot (Matrix Science, London, UK; version 2.4.0); Sequest (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA; version 27, rev. 12), and X! Tandem (The GPM, thegpm.org; version CYCLOE 2010.12.01.11) (see Supporting Information).

Protein Physicochemical and Bioinformatics Analysis. Physicochemical properties of proteins identified were extracted using PROMPT: Protein Mapping and Comparison Tool, which also performed the statistical tests between protein groups. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (Ingenuity Systems, Redwood City, CA, USA) was used to obtain insight into potential cellular pathways, networks (molecular relationship between proteins), and their biological functions. Fisher’s exact test was used to calculate the p values.

Calculations and Statistics. All image analysis, modeling, and calculations were performed in M/Instab (Natick, Massachusetts: The MathWorks Inc., 2010). Figures are constructed in M/Instab and vectorized and assembled in Inkscape (The Inkscape Team, 2012).
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